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$G$ admissible $V$ $V_{K}$ $K$





$(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$




$\bullet\phi(k)(\xi)=Ad(k)(\xi)$ $(k\in K, \xi\in \mathfrak{k})$ .
$\bullet d\phi(\eta)(\xi)=[\eta, \xi] (\eta\in \mathfrak{k}, \xi\in \mathfrak{g})$ .
$d\phi$ $\phi$ $d\phi;\mathfrak{k}arrow$ Der $(\mathfrak{g})$
$\mathfrak{g}$ $K$




$K$ $\phi=$ Ad $|_{K}$
$\searrow$ $K$






$\bullet\lim_{tarrow 0}\frac{1}{t}(\exp(t\xi)v-v)=\xi v$ $(\xi\in \mathfrak{k}, v\in V)$ .
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Endc $(V_{\pi})$ $R(K)$ $\mathbb{C}$ $K$








$\{\xi_{n}\}\in R(K)$ $S\in R(K)$ $N$
$\xi_{n}S=S\xi_{n}=S(n\geq N)$ $R(K)$ $V$
$v\in V$ $N$ $\xi_{n}v=v(n\geq N)$
$K$ $V=V_{K}$ [2, Chapter $I$]
$U(\mathfrak{g})$ $K$ $R(K)$ $U(\mathfrak{g})\otimes R(K)$
$\xi\otimes S,$ $\eta\otimes T$ $(\xi\otimes S)(\eta\otimes T)=(\xi(S\eta))\otimes ST$
$K$ $\pi$ $End_{\mathbb{C}}(V_{\pi})$ $R(K)$




$\mathbb{C}$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ $R(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
2 $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
$(\mathfrak{g}, K),$ $(\mathfrak{h}, M)$ $\mathfrak{h}\subset \mathfrak{g},$ $M\subset K$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
1.1 $\phi$ $(\mathfrak{h}, L)$ $\phi$ $(\mathfrak{h}, M)$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
$K$ $M$
$(\mathfrak{h}, M)$ $V$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
$P_{\mathfrak{h},M}^{\mathfrak{g},K}(V);=R(\mathfrak{g}, K)\otimes_{R(\mathfrak{h},M)}V$
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$( , M)$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
$(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ projective object ( projective resolution







Cartan involution $\theta$ $e=\mathfrak{g}^{\theta}$
$\mathfrak{h}$
$\mathfrak{g}$ $M$ $K$ $\mathfrak{h}$ $N_{K}(\mathfrak{h})$
$\bullet$ rank $\mathfrak{g}=$ rank $K$ $\mathfrak{h}$ $\mathfrak{g}$ Borel $\theta(\mathfrak{h})=\mathfrak{h}$
$M$ $K$ $\vdash-$ 1 $(\mathfrak{h}, M)$
$V$
$(P_{\mathfrak{h},M}^{\mathfrak{g},K})_{d}(V)$ $d \neq\frac{1}{2}(K/M)$




1 $( , M)$ $\mathbb{C}_{\lambda}$ $(P_{\mathfrak{h},M}^{\mathfrak{g},K})_{d}(\mathbb{C}_{\lambda})$
$d \neq\frac{1}{2}(K/M)$ $0$ $d= \frac{1}{2}(K/M)$






( $K$ ) Zuckerman, Vogan, Wallach
$\bullet$ $P_{\mathbb{R}}$ $G_{\mathbb{R}}$
$\mathfrak{h}$
$(P_{\mathfrak{h},M}^{\mathfrak{g},K})_{d}(V)$ $d=0$ non-zero $V$
$G_{\mathbb{R}}$ ( $K$ ) $V$ 1
$\mathcal{D}$
2.1. $G$ $K,$ $H$ $K$ $M$
$H\cap K$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K),$ $(\mathfrak{h}, M)$ $G\supset K,$ $H\supset M$
2.2 ([8, Theorem 6.6]). $Y;=K/(H\cap K),$ $X;=G/H$,
$i$ : $Yarrow X$ $(\mathfrak{h}, H\cap K)$ $V$
$H^{d}(Y, i^{-1}i_{+}\mathcal{O}_{Y}\otimes_{i^{-1}\mathcal{O}_{X}}\mathcal{V})\simeq(P_{\mathfrak{h},M}^{\mathfrak{g},K})_{u-d}(V\otimes\wedge^{top}(\mathfrak{k}/\mathfrak{m})^{*}\otimes\wedge^{top}(\mathfrak{g}/\mathfrak{h}))$ .
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$\mathcal{D}$ $i^{-1}$ $\mathbb{C}$ $u=$
$\dim(H\cap K)-\dim M,$ $\mathcal{V}$ $V$ $\mathfrak{g}$ $K$ $i^{-1}\mathcal{O}_{X}$
[8, Definition 3.3] $\mathcal{V}$ $H$ $\mathcal{V}$
$G/H$ $G$






$(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ $(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$
$(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
([5]).
3.1. $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ $V$ $(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$ filtration $\{V_{n}\}_{n\in N}$
$V= \bigcup_{n\in N}V_{n}$ $(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$
$(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
$G_{\mathbb{R}}$ $G\mathbb{R}$’ $G_{\mathbb{R}},$ $G_{\mathbb{R}}’$
$K_{\mathbb{R}},$ $K\mathbb{R}$’ $K_{\mathbb{R}}\supset K_{\mathbb{R}}’$ $G_{\mathbb{R}},$ $G_{\mathbb{R}}’$
$(\mathfrak{g}, K),$ $(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$ $G_{\mathbb{R}}$ $\pi$
$G_{\mathbb{R}}’$
$\pi|_{G_{R}’}\simeq l_{\in\hat{G_{R}’}}m(\sigma)\cdot\sigma d\mu(\sigma) , m(\sigma)\in \mathbb{N}\cup\{\infty\}$ . (1)
(Mautner). $\hat{G_{\mathbb{R}}’}$ $G_{\mathbb{R}}’$
$V=\pi_{K}$ $\pi$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ $V$ $(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$
$V$ $(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$
: $V=\oplus_{i}W_{i}$ . $G_{\mathbb{R}}’$ $\sigma_{i}$ $(\sigma_{i})_{K’}=W_{i}$
$\pi|_{G_{R}’}=\oplus_{i}\sigma_{i}\wedge$ ([6, Theorem




3.2. $(G_{\mathbb{R}}, G_{\mathbb{R}}’, \sigma)$ $q$ $\theta(q)=q$ $\mathfrak{g}$
$\lambda$ weakly fair $A_{q}(\lambda)\neq 0$
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(i) $A_{q}(\lambda)$ $(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$
(ii) $A_{q}(\lambda)$ $K$’-admissible. $K’$









$G$ $H$ G’ $G$ $H$ $(\rho, W)$
$Ind_{H}^{G}(W)=\{f:Garrow W|f(gh)=\rho(h^{-1})f(g)\}$ $G$
$(\pi(g)f)(g’)=f(g^{-1}g’),$ $(g, g\prime\in G)$ $Ind_{H}^{G}(W)$ G’








$(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ $( , M)$ $(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
2 $(\mathfrak{h}, M)$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ $(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$
$(\mathfrak{g}, K)$ $(\mathfrak{h}, M)$ 2.1
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$K’$ $Y:=K/(H\cap K)$ $K’$
$Y=$ jn$=1Y_{i}$ $k_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $k_{n}\in K$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=K’k_{j}(H\cap K)$ $H_{j}’:=G’\cap k_{j}Hk_{j}^{-1},$
$M_{j}’$ $K’\cap k_{j}Hk_{j}^{-1}$
$s :=\dim K-\dim M, s_{j} :=\dim K’-\dim M_{j}’$






$(\mathfrak{h}, M)$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
$|$ $\downarrow$
$(\mathfrak{h}_{j}’, M_{j}’)\overline{\overline{\sim iarrow}\mathfrak{F}^{\backslash }\Phi}(\mathfrak{g}’, K’)$
4.1 $\mathcal{D}$ 4.1
2.2 $Y$ $Y$ $K$’
2.2 4.1
$A_{q}(\lambda)$ $(\mathfrak{g}, K)$
$G_{\mathbb{R}}$ $\mathfrak{h}=q$ $\theta(q)=q$ $\mathfrak{g}$
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